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Ex Parte via Electronic Filing 
 
Marlene H. Dortch 
Office of the Secretary  
Federal Communications Commission 
445 12th Street, SW 
Washington, D.C. 20554 
 
Re: Ex Parte Communication – Unlicensed Operation in the TV Broadcast Bands (ET 

Docket No. 04-186); Additional Spectrum for Unlicensed Devices Below 900 
MHz and In the 3 GHz Band (ET Docket No. 02-380) 

Dear Ms. Dortch: 

Google Inc. (“Google”), by its attorney, respectfully submits this ex parte letter in the 
above-referenced dockets.  Based in part on the FCC's initiation of field testing of white 
spaces test equipment, and prior results of technology demonstrations, Google believes it 
would be beneficial at this juncture to briefly enunciate two key points to help guide the 
Commission’s decision-making in this proceeding. 

First, from an economic perspective, the notion that white space devices (WSDs) should 
be authorized only as fixed devices in rural areas would frustrate the very benefits this 
proceeding has aimed to provide to rural residents.  Because large cities have the 
appropriate TV signal infrastructure to withstand interference problems (further 
addressed below), developers have a larger market -- both in terms of population size and 
revenue share -- and thus a greater incentive for which to drive innovation in this arena.  
If WSDs as a practical matter are limited to fixed uses in rural areas, any devices that 
make it to market commercially would have exceedingly high price tags, jeopardizing the 
delivery of new and innovative broadband devices to all consumers.  In order to ensure 
that WSDs are available for rural area uses, the adjacent channels in cities must be made 
available as an economic incentive for WSDs. 

Second, in response to lingering concerns about spectrum interference, the White Spaces 
Coalition in the "Technical Operation Parameters" section of its March 2, 2007 filing 
recommended a combination of transmit masks and transmit power control specifically 



designed to address the issue of interference in adjacent channels.1  In particular, weak 
DTV stations will be adequately protected, since WSDs will be required to use lower 
power than they otherwise might when adjacent to relatively weak DTV signals.  In 
urban cores, which typically are in close proximity to DTV transmitters, the DTV signals 
will be strong, and thus the risk of harmful interference much lower.  Under the White 
Spaces Coalition's proposed parameters (see, particularly Table 1 of the March 2 filing), 
the opportunity for adjacent channel interference will be greatly reduced, allowing the 
use of these channels adjacent to strong DTV signals by WSDs at higher power, without 
risk of harmful interference. 

We trust these two points clarify the current state of the record in this proceeding.  The 
available evidence makes it clear that unlicensed devices can coexist successfully with 
licensed services without any reasonable fear of harmful interference. 

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned. 
  

Respectfully submitted,   

  
      Richard S. Whitt, Esq. 

Washington Telecom and 
       Media Counsel 
Google Inc. 
 
 

                                                 
1 See Reply Comments of Dell Inc., Google Inc., The Hewlett-Packard Co., Intel Corp., Microsoft Corp., 
and Philips Electronics North America Corp., ET Docket Nos. 04-186, 02-380, submitted on March 2, 
2007, at 5-8. 
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